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Reverse-engineering of biological networks
Identify and understand complex regulatory mechanisms at work
in the cell
Gene regulatory networks: nonlinear dynamical systems whose
states are concentrations of mRNA’s
Two main tasks:
I Modeling and parameter estimation
I Network inference
Our Goal: from experimental data and prior knowledge use
statistical inference to unravel biological networks
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Network inference
Data: time course of gene expression, steady states, perturbation
data (gene regulatory networks)
Two big families of approaches:
I Edge prediction:
F Supervised approaches: (Qian et al. 2003, Yamanishi et al. 2004,
Ben-Hur and Noble 2005, Geurts et al. 2006,07, Yamanashi and Vert
2007, Bleakley et al. 2007, Kashima et al. 2009, Yip and Gertsein
2009, )
F Semi-supervised approaches: Tusda et al. 2003, Kashima et al.
2009, Brouard et al. 2011
I Modeling the network:
F Static models: bayesian networks (Friedman et al. 2001, Husmeier
and Vehrli 2007, Auliac et al. 2008), sparse models (Schaffer and
Strimmer et al. 2005, Meinhausen and Bulhman 2006) ...
F Dynamic models: next slide
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Network inference from time series
Measurements of coupling (Kramer at al. 2009)
Sparse linear models
I Autoregressive models (Opgen-Rhein and Strimmer, 2007)
I Granger causality (Shojaie and Michailidis, 2010)
I State-space models (Perrin et al. 2003, Rangel et al. 2004)
Nonlinear parametric models
I S-systems (Chou et al. 2006, Vilela et al. 2008)
Nonlinear nonparametric models
I Inferrelator (Bonneau et al. 2006)
I Dynamic Bayesian Networks (Imoto et al. 2002, Husmeier et al., Li
et al. 2007, Bansa et al. 2007)
I Gaussian processes for network inference (Aijö and Lähdesmäki
2009)
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Motivation for our approach
Extend linear approaches to network inference to nonlinear
models
Generic approach to network inference based on nonparametric
modeling
Should work with and without prior knowledge about the graph
Should scale to large networks
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Modeling dynamical system
We consider two frameworks
I Network inference with nonparametric autoregressive models
I Network inference with ODE and generalized profile estimation
method
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Autoregressive models
xt+1 = htrue(xt ) + εt+1
εt+1: iid (Gaussian) noise term
Build a nonparametric estimate hN−1 from xt0 , . . . , xtN−1
Solve the problem in the context of regularization theory
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Network inference with nonparametric modeling
Use the Jacobian
Build a nonparametric estimate hN−1 from the observed time-serie
x0, . . . , xN−1









θ : Rp → {−1,0,1} is a thresholding function.
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Nonparametric network inference
This jacobian-based network inference method applies to any
model
But we propose here a new kernel-based model that is able to
incorporate prior information and that has an interesting jacobian
We explain the approach in the case of autoregression and show
how it can be applies in generalized profile estimation
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Nonparametric autoregressive model
Operator-valued kernel vector autoregressive model




K (x`, xt ).c` (2)
K: Rp × Rp → Rp is an operator-valued kernel
c` ∈ Rp, ` = 0, . . . ,N − 2
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2 Operator-valued kernel-based models
3 Operator-valued kernel for autoregression
4 Learning operator-valued kernel-based models
5 Operator-valued kernel for smoothing-based profiled estimation
6 Numerical results
7 Conclusion
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Notations and definition
Let X be a set and Fy a Hilbert space. Denote by L(Fy ), the set of all
bounded linear operators from Fy to itself. Given A ∈ L(Fy ), A∗
denotes its adjoint.
Definition (Operator-valued kernel [8, 2])
Let X be a set and Fy a Hilbert space. Then, K : X × X → L(Fy ) is a
kernel if:
∀ (x , y) ∈ X × X , K (x , y) = K (y , x)∗
∀m ∈ N, ∀{(xi , yi)}mi=1 ⊆ X × Fy ,
∑m
i,j=1〈yi ,K (xi , xj)yj〉Fy ≥ 0
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Example
Kernel for multi-tasks learning [6] and structured classification [3]
X = Rp and Fy = Rd (d classes or d tasks). Decomposable kernel
based on the product of a scalar kernel and a semi-definite positive
matrix B of size d × d has been proposed:
∀(x , z) ∈ Rp × Rp,K (x , z) = k(x , z)B (3)
where B encodes the dependence between tasks or between classes.
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Building a RKHS from K
Theorem
(Senkene and Tempel’man 1973, Micchelli and Pontil 2005) Let X be
a set and Fy be a Hilbert space. If K : X × X → L(Fy ) is an
operator-valued kernel, then there exists a unique RKHS HK which
admits K as the reproducing kernel; that is
∀x ∈ X ,∀y ∈ Fy ,∀h ∈ H 〈h,K (x , ·)y〉H = 〈h(x), y〉Fy . (4)
The RKHS HKx is built by taking the closure of
span{K (x , ·)y|x ∈ X ,y ∈ Fy} endowed with the scalar product
〈f ,g〉HK =
∑
i,j〈ui ,K (ri , sj)vj〉Fy with f (·) =
∑
i K (ri , ·)ui and
g(·) =
∑
j K (sj , ·)vj . The corresponding norm ‖ · ‖HK is defined by
‖ f ‖2HK = 〈f , f 〉HK .
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Representer theorem
Theorem ([6])
Let V be a convex loss function, and λ > 0 the regularization
parameter. Let {(xi , yi), i = 1, . . . ,N be the set of data. Then, the









K (x`, ·)c` , (5)
where the coefficients c`, ` = {1, · · · ,N} are vectors in the Hilbert
space Fy .
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Operator-valued kernel-based vector autoregressive
model
OKVAR
X = Fy = Rp.
Solve the task as a regression one with
SN = {(x0, x1), (x1, x2), . . . , (xN−2, xN−1)},
If we choose a loss function L such as in the previous theorem,




K (x`, xt ).c` (6)
K: Rp × Rp → Rp is an operator-valued kernel
c` ∈ Rp, ` = 0, . . . ,N − 1
More generally, we choose this model based on a finite expansion
on the functions K (x`, ·) even if it is not justified by a representer
theorem.
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Which matrix-valued kernel? (1)
X = Fy = Rp Transformable kernels (Caponnetto et al.). Let k be a
scalar (sdp) kernel defined on R× R:
∀ (x , y) ∈ Rp × Rp,Kk (x , y)ij = k(x i , y j) (7)
Kk is a matrix-valued kernel. x i i-th coordinate of x. Proposition. Let B
a semi-definite positive matrix of size p × p and Tq : Rp → R, the
projection on the q-th dimension. The kernel defined by
∀ (x,y) ∈ Rp × Rp,KkB(x , y) = B ◦ Kk (x , y) (8)
is a matrix-valued kernel, where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product for
matrices.
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Which matrix-valued kernel? (2)
Let us take k as the Gaussian kernel:
∀ (x , y) ∈ RR, k(x , y) = exp(−γ(x − y)2).
The model writes as:
h(xt ;SN) =
∑N−2
`=0 B ◦ KGauss(x`, xt ).c`
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` − x j(t))exp(−γ(x i` − x j(t))2)c`j .
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Learning h when B is fixed
1 B is given prior to the data
2 B is estimated from the data independently from C




∀(i , j) ∈ {0, . . . ,p}2 if bij = 0, then Jij = 0
B acts as a mask on the kernel K
We propose to define B as the Laplacian of some matrix W
B = D - W
W is symmetric binary matrix, defining a mask on the network
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How to choose W ?
1 If we know the network structure in terms of a non-oriented
adjacency matrix, W = Wtrue: the issue of network inference
reduces to find the signed edges
2 If we know that the network is a modular one, for instance
composed of m modules, we can provide a block diagonal matrix
W, with 1-valued blocks
3 If we only know that some of the regulatory edges are not
possible, e.g. j cannot be a regulator of i and i cannot be a
regulator of j, we can impose a zero for bij and 1 everywhere else
4 If we have not prior knowledge about the structure, we can fix
W = 1H where 1H is the neutral element for Hadamard product.
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How to learn W, before learning C ?
Linear partial correlation: Approximate W by using empirical
precision matrix: W ≡ θ((ΣN−1)−1)
Nonlinear independence test: using Hilbert-Schmidt
independence criterion
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Learning C, given W
Elastic loss Lelastic (elastic net: scalar case Zhou and Hastie)





‖xt+1 − hC(xt )‖2 + λ2‖hC‖2H + λ1‖C‖1 (9)
Implementation:
I λ1 = 0: closed formed solution as in the scalar case:
C = (K + λ2Id)−1Y with Y vector column of x0, . . . , xN−2, and C is
the corresponding vector column.
I λ1 > 0: subgradient methods
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When Np < 1
We have to learn C, a matrix of size N × p
To cope with large p (large networks), we reduce the dimension
and work on submatrices (subnetworks)
An ensemble learning strategy : boosting [Freund and Schapire
96, Friedman et al. 2000, Mason et al. 2000]
Boosting is a stage wise algorithm to build an additive model
L2 Boosting [Friedman et al. 2000] : add a new base model to fit
the residuals
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Boosting algorithm
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Collocation, generalized profile estimation
Principle
Refs: [Varah, 82], [Tjoa and Biegler 91], [Ramsay et al. 2007],
[Brunel 2008], [Brunel and d’Alché-Buc 2010],[Gugushvili and
Klaassen, 2010],[Cao et al, 2011]
Approximate the observed trajectory x(t) by a basis expansion
function and use the derivative of this function in the square loss
to estimate parameters of the ODE
Iterative scheme to improve upon the two-steps scheme
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Noisy observations: y(t`) = x(t`) + ε(t`), ` = 0, . . . ,N − 1
We propose to build two nonparametric estimates:
gN−1, estimate of x and hN−1, estimate of htrue from x0, . . . , xN−1
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RKHS everywhere !
RKHS GG
Given SN = {y0, . . . , yN−1}, G: R× R→ Rp, an operator-valued kernel:




and being an estimation of the solution of the ODE
RKHS HK
Given SN = {y0, . . . , yN−1}, K an operator-valued kernel, we search for





Kγ,W (y`, ·)α` (10)
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Smoothing-based profiled estimation for network
inference: loss function
We want to minimize:
L(g,h; xN−10 ) =
N−1∑
`=0




Once we get (gN ,hN), we can extract Â from the mean Jacobian
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Smoothing-based profiled estimation for network
inference
Algorithm
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Experimental results
Artificial data: DREAM3
I data generated by imbuing the networks with dynamics from a
thermodynamic model of gene expression and a Gaussian noise
([7])
I networks are subgraphs of the currently accepted E. coli and S.
cerevisiae gene regulation networks, exhibiting various patterns of
sparsity and topological structure.networks of size 10 and 100 [7]
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DREAM3: properties of the graphs
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DREAM3-size10 (1)
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DREAM3 (2)
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DREAM3 (boosting [5])
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DREAM3 (boosting)
Results with another kernel: K (x , y)ij = exp(−γij(x i − x j)2)
Base learner is with W taken as the empirical precision matrix
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Conclusion and on-going work
Nonparametric estimation for network inference: promising results
Regularization framework / MAP approach (although MAP not
used per se here)
Different theoretical issues:
I Consistency results (on-going work)
I Learning/optimization of B and C (B sdp)
I More sophisticated constraints on C
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Conclusion and on-going work
Practical issues
Model selection (GV extended to ridge and hinge losses)
Large networks: modular approaches
Other kinds of data : steady-state, perturbation data
Application to RNQ-Seq data: response to retinoic acid (with
Gerard Benoit, INSERM,Lyon)
July: ODESSA-lib, a matlab library
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Two postdoc positions / One workshop
Protein-protein interaction network prediction (CFTR network,
cystic fibrosis) Two postdoc positions / One workshop
Dynamical modeling for understanding of endothelium
dysfunctions in normal tissues following ionizing radiation
exposure with Olivier Guipaud (IRSN, Paris)
One workshop at ICML 2012:
I Object, functional and structured data: towards next-generation
kernel methods
I June 30, 2012. Edinburgh, UK.
I icml.cc/2012/workshops
I Contact: florence.dalche AT ibisc.fr or florence.dalche AT inria.fr
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IRMA
IRMA stands for In vivo Reverse-engineering And Modeling
Assessment
Cantone et al. built a synthetic network in yeast S. cerevisiae
In this network, each of the 5 genes controls transcription of at
least another gene
Galactose and glucose are respectively used to switch on or off
the network.
Time-series measurements with 16 time-points ("switch off"
series) and 21 time-points ("Switch on" series).
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